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medieval ecclesiasticism with the new ideas of Renais-
sance   rationalism.    More   than   that,   his   theory   of
society is neither religious nor municipal nor industrial,
but quite openly national.    For More's  Utopia is  a
state :  it covers a large area of territory and it has a
central   authority;    it   is   divided   up  into   fifty-four
cantons, which have a large measure of self-government,
for the centralization that we know to-day was quite
beyond   the   comprehension   of   a   sixteenth-century
statesman.    But   sovereign    power,    should    disputes
arise between the component units, lay with the Central
Council sitting at the capital.    Wycliffe had talked in
terms of monarchy, but More in terms of a democratic
federation, differing but slightly in strictly constitutional
affairs from such a modern nation-state as Switzerland.
Thus while the Tudor monarchs were clearing up the
debris of a dissolving society and building with the
scattered materials the new model of the nation-state,
More, who was at once  an old-time  Catholic and a
servant of the Crown, constructed in his leisure hours
a society of dreams, where the old communist ideals are
linked with the new national unity.    Doubtless Plato's
influence largely moulded his outlook ; but, at the same
time, it is fair to say that More both looked back to the
socialism of John Ball and forward to the statecraft
of Elizabeth.
This is not the place to enter into a description or
a criticism of More's Utopia ; we are concerned only
with the sweep of political ideas as England was carried
forward to a new economic and political life. AH
through the Middle Ages the governing idea was that
of the lost State of Nature, the ius naturale of the
Romans, the theological Age before the Fall. More
did not reject this concept; indeed, it was at the basis
of his communism. The discoveries of the voyaging

